J.S.I. INDUSTRIAL FANS

- Wide base (All welded)
- Heavy duty bearings with positioning blocks
- Side mount, floor mount or top mount capability
- 1045 turned, ground and polished shafting
- Bolt on shaft side plate assembly (Replaceable)
- All welded housing (Rotatable and replaceable)
- Bolt on inlet plate with bolt on anchor plate (Replaceable)
- Wide selection of special housing and Blast-wheel materials
- Shaft guard
- Inlet and outlet flanges with bolt holes
- Construction drawings with anchor layout, inlet and outlet flange layouts and performance charts

Options

- Wear resistance blade and housing material
- Bolt on top motor assembly with guard and adjustable motor mount plate
- Side motor mount assembly with guard and predrilled holes for adjustable motor base (Adjustable base by customer)
- Drive guard assembly for floor mount or special drive applications
- Inlet and outlet transitions to size
- Factory installed drive assemblies including motor, drives, and guards